Neon Laksa – Colours of a Cuisine

Ms Anjali Krishnan’s (Engineering ‘11) innovative book, Neon Laksa, a 16-page colouring book filled with drawings of well-loved local dishes, is sparking a conversation about hawker culture and family ties.

NUS News
Top in Asia for the Third Time

NUS has emerged as the top university in the Times Higher Education (THE) Asia University Rankings 2018, published by THE on 7 February, retaining its position for the third year running. The University’s performance has improved across almost every area of the ranking, obtaining extra scores in teaching, research, citation impact and knowledge transfer.
NUS Giving
Giving in the Name of Love

An NUS Campus Couples Valentine’s Dinner was held on 13 February to thank alumni couples who raised close to $226,000 for the NUS Campus Couples Bursary Fund to support financially disadvantaged undergraduates.

... Read more

NUS News
New Two-year Nursing Degree for Graduates

Mid-career professionals hoping to break into nursing will be able to embark on a two-year nursing degree programme at NUS Alice Lee Centre for Nursing Studies from July. This is Singapore’s first such programme and is offered in partnership with Singapore’s Ministry of Health and Workforce Singapore under their Healthcare Professional Conversion Programme.

... Read more

NUS News
University Alliances in Research

At the Times Higher Education (THE) Asia Universities Summit on 6 February, NUS President Professor Tan Eng Chye (Science ’85) highlighted the importance of strategic partnerships between universities and building a mutually beneficial interaction and relationship.

... Read more

Alumni Events – Click to Register
NUS Research

World's First Zika Antibody

Developed by Tychan, a Singapore biotech company co-founded by Duke-NUS Medical School's Professor Ooi Eng Eong (Medicine '88), this Zika antibody was developed within a record nine months and human trials have already begun.

... Read more

Alumni Exclusive

AlumNUS Card Benefits

15% off all orders

Placing A Smile On Their Face Is Just Clicks Away

NUS News

Rare Lunar Event Thrills Stargazers

On the night of 31 January, some 150 dedicated stargazers gathered at NUS for talks on the special three-in-one lunar event consisting of an eclipse, a blue moon and a supermoon, followed by viewing of the celestial event through three telescopes set up by the NUS Astronomical Society.
NUS Giving

Exploring Opportunities and Challenges in Digital Transformation

Two experts, Professor Leong Tze Yun and Mr Vincent Loy, leading authorities on Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Cyber-Security respectively, shared the latest developments and issues in their areas of specialisation, as well as their relevance to Singapore, at the NUS Greater Good Series event: AI and Cyber-Security: Exploring opportunities and challenges in digital transformation.

NUS Entrepreneurship

Improving Lives Globally

WateROAM, a social enterprise founded by NUS Business and Engineering alumni, are the Asia Pacific winners of the inaugural Facebook Social Entrepreneurship Award, an initiative by Facebook and One Young World. They provide durable and affordable water filters to rural communities and those affected by natural disasters.

Events Calendar | March – April 2018

March

9  SDE 50 Alumni Reunion Dinner
    NUS School of Design and Environment

April

4–5  The City Remembers
    NUS Stage & NUS Electronic Music Lab